
EXECUTED CONTRACT
Rattikin Title receives the executed contract and earnest money. Our closing teams open 
title and order tax information and survey (if needed). 

TITLE SEARCH & EXAMINATION
Our title plant conducts a property history search that includes review of past owners, liens, 
lawsuits, divorces or any other variables that could cloud the title. Then, a title commitment 
is created and forwarded to the closer. 

PREPARATION OF CLOSING STATEMENTS 
The closer receives the title commitment from title examination and closing instructions 
from the lender. They then gather documents and information from various parties in 
preparation for closing including: Survey, Warranty Deed, Note, Deed of Trust, and any 
payoff figures from an existing loan. Once they have gathered all the necessary documents, 
closing statements are prepared by lender and closer, and a closing date is scheduled with 
seller, buyer and lender. 

CLOSING
Our closing teams facilitate every transaction. Both buyer and seller sign documents, 
though not necessarily at the same time. After signing, the lender reviews all documents 
and approves funding. Once funded, sellers receive their proceeds and buyers receive keys 
to their new home! 
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EXECUTED CONTRACT RECEIVED

CONTRACT RECEIPTED 

TITLE OPENED
Survey Ordered if Needed 

ORDER SENT TO TITLE PLANT 

TITLE SEARCH & EXAMINATION 

CLOSING 
INSTRUCTIONS 
& DOCUMENTS 
FROM LENDER

TITLE COMMITMENT PREPARED & 
DELIVERED 

CLOSER GATHERS DOCUMENTS
Title Commitment - Survey - Payoff Figures - Closing 
Instructions from Lender - Warranty Deed - Note - 

Deed of Trust - Other Closing Documents 

CLOSING DATE SCHEDULED WITH 
SELLER, BUYER & LENDER

CLOSING DAY! 
Buyer & Seller Sign - Lender Reviews Documents 

for Funding - Seller Receives Proceeds - Buyer 
Receives Keys - Issuance of Title Policies 

LENDER & CLOSER PREPARE 
CLOSING STATEMENTS  

CONTINUED 
A lot happens behind the scenes before closing day. Track your file from executed contract 

to closing day below. 


